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Abstract
The use of mobile phone applications for our touristic activity is very common nowadays with the simplification of smartphones. The tourism mobile
applications currently can be argued to be one of the most useful applications
that can facilitate the movement of travelers. However, existing usability
evaluation metrics are too general to be applied to a more specific application,
such as mobile tourism application. Thus, the objective of the study is to
propose usability evaluation metrics for tourism mobile applications. The
study employs four phases: identifying problem and the objective, encompassing the techniques of developing usability measurement of metrics, selecting the usability metrics of tourism mobile application and conducting
expert review and verification. The verification phase was conducted using
expert review approach to measure the proposed metrics in terms of its consistency ease of use, understandable, verifiable and overall impression. The
finding revealed that the proposed metrics have been well received by the experts in terms of consistency, ease to use, understandable, verifiability and
overall impression. Finally, this study presented usability metrics for the
tourism mobile applications that can be used by designers or usability practitioners in creating a useable mobile application for the tourists.
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1. Introduction
Tourism mobile applications currently can be argued to be one of the most proficient applications that can facilitate the movement of travelers, and dramatically due to their availability on accessing information online [1]. Mobile tourDOI: 10.4236/jsea.2019.127016
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ism applications allow the tourists to access and get information everywhere and
at any time, where they can use the apps on the move. In particular, every tourism application provides different features and services that user can access easily [2]. There are some features that users can get from these applications in older
to satisfy tourist information needs as follows: accommodation, weather, tourist
attractions, shopping, news and so on. Among popular mobile applications for
tourism are TripAdvisor, Triposo, Airbnb, Smart travelling, KAYAK and Skyscanner [3].
The assessment of the availability of tourism applications often overlooks the
potential impact of both mobile and consumer applications [3]. This makes the
usability evaluation of tourism applications more demanding. The literature
shows the most challenges of mobile application is its interface and some applications are difficult to use based on content and design [4]. Previous studies attempted to evaluate tourism mobile application but they did not propose metrics
such as time taken for each task, error capturing and accuracy of each task [5].
In addition, previous research did not focus on tourism application that provides
effective functions for tourists and users can access information easily based on
their knowledge.
Besides that, improvement of the usability measurements [6], is really needed
to ensure tourism applications requirements are accessible. However, this research extended from previous student work where she focused on the identification of dimension and criteria for mobile tourism applications, but not on
metrics. In identifying the above problems, there is a need for a new usability
evaluation metrics that provides an appropriate and suitable measurement for
usability evaluation metrics of tourism mobile application. Thus, this study aims
in providing an approach for conducting usability evaluation for the tourism
mobile applications through expert review. This article organized as follows: 1)
Background of the study; 2) Related work; 3) Methodology applied in this study;
4) Result of the proposed metric and conclusion.
The contribution of this paper is to propose new measurement metrics for
tourism mobile applications and to evaluate the application. The proposed metrics can measure the applications with their functionalities and features of applications. Therefore, this study simplified to measure the tourism mobile application with the knowledge for the users.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Usability Evaluation
Usability evaluation is an important element to analyze usability issue in any
system or applications. Usability issues are identified through evaluation conducted with users. Literature shows many usability models has been referred for
conducting usability evaluation. Among the common usability evaluation model
are Nelsen, QUIM, mGQM, Harrison and ISO. These are some of the usability
evaluation models that have been in use for usability evaluation. However, when
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2019.127016
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application is developed for specific targeted user, requirements of the user need
to be incorporated into the application [7]. Application will fail to satisfy the user if the requirement is absent and make it more difficult.

2.2. Usability Evaluation Metrics
Usability metrics measurement is generally used by the examiners to identify
what they are going to measure. Between the current usability measures is ISO
9241 part 11, guidance on usability [8]. However, this measure has been used
usually but is too common, tough to relate to explicit domains and does not assistant with any quality characteristic to the measure [9].
The GQM method in emerging measurement metric could be experimental
in. Moreover, this approach has also been requested as one of the most
goal-focused and most popular methods used among several measurements approaches [8]. Although GQM was previously used to express and evaluate goals
for specific projects and environments, its aim has been extended to a larger
perspective including quality improvement, measure progress, and plan for
project. Therefore, it is assumed that the GQM approach could also possibly be
extended to measure the usability guidelines by providing metrics for usability
guidelines. In combination, in this study also explains the definition phase of the
GQM paradigm, proving the outputs of the first three steps of Basili’s GQM
process, the hierarchy of goals, questions, and meaningful metrics [10].
The previous study only focused on dimension and criteria measurement. But
in this new research, it was extended the metrics measurements.

2.3. Tourism Mobile Applications
The tourism mobile applications currently can be said as the most proficient applications that can facilitate the explorers' movement of travelers. The users of
this mobile tourism application can easily accomplish the way to places that they
are not familiar with. The information gives relating to places of interest is useful
and crucial for tourists [2]. The tourism mobile application deals not only the
descriptive text of the information provided, but shows pictures of hotspots. In
addition to that, tourists will be able to check for the facilities available surrounding certain places like entertainment and restaurants, hotels and other
nearby hotspots. As disparate to printed maps that were mainly used by travelers
beforehand, the mobile application may be more advantageous. It will help tourists to plan their tour ahead of time, and have an open feeling of quietness amid
their occasions, as they will be increasingly arranged [11].
Therefore, Smart tourism changes tourist information search activities. The
tourism information nowadays became very flexible and several at the stages of
collecting and getting data. Therefore, tourists can have easily access to all information and activity concerning via internet using different mobile applications [2]. Besides, tourists can also enjoy an experience of the tourist destinations and attraction places by using and applying mobile application. In this
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2019.127016
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way, tourists they can get easily and know about various information related to
tour destinations and places that are interesting (Table 1).
The above table shows the most popular and useful mobile tourism applications currently, each application has different functionalities that help users to
obtain their trips concerning flights, hotels, restaurants and possible activities on
destination through Google Play Store or App Store [12]. Therefore, this table
shows Trip advisor is amongst one for tourism mobile application in terms of
the functionalities of the application.

3. Methodology
Research Design
Choosing the appropriate method to carry out specific research topics requires a
good understanding and careful method of each method because it is not assigned to it [13]. Similarly, in selecting the research method, certain metrics
should be taken into account, such as the title of the study, the time period given
the nature of the research, budget, available resources and research environment.
As mentioned earlier, the main purpose of this study is to propose usability metrics for evaluation of tourism mobile applications, to validate the availability of
experts through the use of standards metrics and assessments to ensure the effectiveness of the application. In this case, the metrics and indicators defined as
the availability of the metrics in the study are the combinations of objective and
subjective measurements, quantitative methods will be used in this study.
The methodology proposed in this paper aims to identify the usability evaluation metrics of tourism mobile application. The methodology proposed has been
developed based on the metrics that were identified from the literature review.
The methodology that used in this research is quantitative method through a
semi-structured questionnaire. So, the research will follow four phases as Figure
1 below:

4. Finding
4.1. Generating Usability Metrics
The main aim of the study is to propose usability evaluation metrics for tourism
mobile application. As part of generating metric for the proposed metrics,
Table 1. Most popular applications of tourism mobile applications.
Features

Trip Advisor

Triposo

KAYAK

Airbnb

Skyscanner

Hotels











Map











Flights



Things to do







Restaurant







Cars
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Figure 1. Research methodology phase and activity.

requirements of tourism were analyzed to be matched appropriately with the
metrics developed earlier through a literature review. This will ensure that, metrics developed are not very general but focused on the tourism applications users need as well. To derive proper metric, QUIM and mGQM were used as basis
in this part. This is to ensure identified metrics are adopted from proper and established studies in accordance with the identified requirements of the tourism
towards usage of mobile applications.
The next step in the development phase is identifying the metrics for the generated usability dimensions and criteria from previous section. Two types of data
for metric have been identified which are the objective and subjective data. Objective data refers to the task performance analysis and measures performance of
usage while subjective data refers mainly on the user’s feedback towards usage of
the applications [14]. To create the metrics for the criteria that have been generated, models such as QUIM and mGQM were analyzed and modified metrics
from these researches were employed into the proposed metrics according to the
criteria defined and suited for the study.
Reasons for accommodating these two models are due to the factor which allows freedom in selecting metrics according to the study and applied into the
criteria that leave many opportunities to thoroughly analyses suitability of the
metrics [15], as discussed in earlier. Besides that, research having guideline selecting metrics for broader usability goals [15] [16], and categorizes relationship
among metric and criteria appropriately [16].
The selection of the metrics for the measurement also considered the requirements of tourism that have been analyzed earlier and keeping in mind that
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2019.127016
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the data to be collected is for a mobile platform which differs from desktop platform. This is matched with the criteria to be measured and finally developed the
measurable metrics to gather both objective and subjective data. Short listing of
selected metrics is done by analyzing the literature from literature review. User
context is the most important aspect considered since the user is the tourism applications which will ensure applications are measured accordingly and meet the
purpose of the study based in a mobile platform.
Besides that, metrics in literature are mostly focused on desktop application,
however, few studies discuss metrics on mobile application compatibility and
thus, metrics were chosen based on that perspective as well. Basically, metrics
are derived in conscious to be suited with the selected dimensions and criteria
that have been applied by studies in literature review.

4.2. Result of Metrics Verification through Expert Evaluation
The expert review was conducted to provide the verification of the proposed
measurement of usability evaluation metrics of tourism mobile application. Expert review is one of the significant ways in detecting and removing defects [17],
thus, the study adapted this technique for verification of the proposed usability
measurement of usability evaluation metrics of tourism mobile application.
Through verification, all the components developed would be able to be confirmed as well as organized and presented appropriately [18]. The main aspect
need to be verified in the proposed usability evaluation metrics of tourism mobile application is the usage of the appropriate subjective and objective metrics.
Therefore, potential experts in the domain of usability and tourism especially
researcher and academician, were identified. The expert was chosen according to
the suggestion by [19] [20].
Five (5) experts were contacted through email and willing to verify the proposed metrics which all of them are academician [21]. Contacted experts led for
verification is conducted since it can significantly lead to give accurate result.
Among the five (5) experts, four (4) experts agreed on face to face meeting
which were arranged and held with the experts, while one (1) expert agreeing in
doing the review through online due to work hectic and unable to set appropriate meeting hour because the expert had the distance between cities that had
been a hindrance. The expert’s background was listed in Table 2 below.
Besides completing the verification form provided, comments and suggestion
were also given by the experts for metrics improvements. Table 3 below
Table 2. Expert demography.

DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2019.127016

ID

Qualification

Expertise

Years of Experience

Country

Expert A

PhD

Multimedia Technology

7 years

Malaysia

Expert B

PhD

Usability

3 years

Malaysia

Expert C

PhD

Tourism Management

15 years

Malaysia

Expert D

PhD

Multimedia technology

8 years

Malaysia

Expert E

PhD

Usability and tourism

10 years

Malaysia
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Table 3. Verification of usability metrics by the experts.
Usability
dimension

Criteria

Consistency

Effectiveness

Flexibility

Navigation

Time
Efficiency
Operability

Simplicity

Learnability

Metrics

Expert A

Expert B

Expert C Expert D Expert E Percentage

Number of total input











100%

Satisfaction with page layout











100%

Using same terminology across











100%

Using similar color theming.



*







80%

Satisfaction with information











100%

Satisfaction with booking hotels

*





*

*

40%

Menu items are flexible



*







80%

Satisfaction with screen size



*







80%

Satisfaction with image presentation











100%

Easy to navigate











100%

Satisfaction with finding content



*



*



60%

Clear and consistent navigation

*

*







60%

Time taken to load application











100%

Easy map downloading

*

*



*



40%

Easy to search information.







*



80%

Time taken to display page











100%

Time taken to select task











100%

Easy of input entering











100%

Satisfaction with menus











100%

Ease to install











100%

Clear screen optimization











100%

Time taken to learn











100%

Easy to use output



*







80%

Clear map direction

*

*







60%

Satisfaction with menu buttons



*







80%

Easy to understand content



*







80%

Time taken to perform the task











100%

Satisfaction with page layout (style, color)

*





*



60%





Familiarity

Enjoyable and engagement
Attractiveness
Satisfaction
User control

Fault tolerance
Error
Accuracy



Easy to use









*

80%

Satisfaction with interface



*







80%

Easy to revert the error











100%

Satisfaction with help menu











100%

Number to attempt to rectify errors











100%

Satisfaction with help during error











100%

Time to failure an attempt

*

*







60%

Time to repair an attempt



*



*



60%

Total number of errors











100%

Time taken to complete the tasks



*







80%

Number of successful task











100%

: Relevancy of the appropriateness of the metrics. *: irrelevant or unsuitable placements of the mentioned metrics.
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summarizes on the verified proposed metrics components by the experts which
determined the relevancy of data collection and analysis of the tourism mobile
applications usability evaluation. Moreover, the components in the proposed
metrics verified in align towards concept of Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) and amendments done for any the components needed to be modified or
retained in the finalized metrics.
Metrics were marked with symbols were considered to be dropped from the
list or moved to more suitable metrics as per suggested by the expert. While metrics that were accepted for relevancy are retained unless comments expecting
the metrics moved to suitable metrics. Metrics are being selected from the proposed usability evaluation metrics of tourism mobile applications based on the
percentage score obtained by individual metrics as well as comments from the
experts. If an item is scored at least 60% average percentage, possibility of the
significant results to be produced are high and such item can be considered
(Clarke & Warwick, 2001). However, results obtained from the experts shows
some metrics scored less than 60% means the metrics are unsuitable and irrelevant for the proposed study. However, mostly the metrics are scored more than
60% means those metrics are suitable and appropriately developed and can produce a significant result. The comments are analyzed carefully on the appropriateness for acceptance and metrics have been modified accordingly. The experts have given comments and suggestions which helps in modifying the proposed usability evaluation metrics of tourism mobile applications. These comments from the experts have been significant contribution to the proposed metrics. Table 4 shows the comments and suggestion received from the experts.
The comments received are then taken into consideration for the modification
of the proposed metrics which is discussed further in this section. The comments
and suggestion from the experts were examined carefully and the proposed metrics were modified whereas some metrics were removed and redundant metrics
were omitted from the proposed metrics (Table 5).
As the expert suggested, the above table shown the metrics that were removed
or replaced from the measurement. Experts have also given suggestion for the
measurement improvement through other criteria that are appropriate that can
measure the dimensions derived. Table 6 below shows the added criteria as per
suggested from the experts.

5. Conclusion
The entire study has provided usability evaluation of tourism mobile applications. The literature review method to use the QUIM, mGQM, and GQM models for proper and reliable availability measurements. There are thirty-six metrics
that used to achieve respective goals of this study. As a result, the proposed metrics results have been well received by all usability experts who participated in
this study based on the results obtained. In addition, the verification results
show the ability to assess the proposed metrics reviewed by usability experts.
DOI: 10.4236/jsea.2019.127016
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Table 4. Expert comments/suggestion.
Experts

Comments/Suggestions

Expert A

The satisfaction with booking hotels on the effectiveness dimension better to be satisfied with the booking process.
Clear and consist navigation should be changed to directive and consist navigation.
Satisfaction with menus is better to be labeled as satisfaction with menu and option.
Clear map direction should be removed on list of metrics because is similar to ease to use output and satisfaction with
page layout (color, style) it should be removed also because it is identical to using similar color theming in the
consistency criteria.
Rephrase Satisfaction with help during errors to Satisfaction with error messages.

Expert B

The “No” indicates unwanted and redundant metrics. There are many redundant metrics being repeated in various
dimensions. Kindly recheck and compare the metrics needs on the study to avoid redundant metrics in the usability
evaluation.
You should remove clear map direction and map downloading because Map is normally don’t download in the
application that is linked with another application totally.
Time to failure an attempt on Fault tolerance criteria is not clear should be removed also because is unsuitable metric.
Time to repair should be removed because is redundant with Number to attempt to rectify errors.

Expert C

I am satisfied with the general thumb rules of these metrics in order for the applications to operate at a optimum
level.
Your proposed study is very interesting. All these metrics are very important to consider for evaluation of mobile
tourism applications.

Expert D

I am satisfied with all the metrics and how they presented the purpose of the study.

Expert E

Exiting metric on “Satisfaction with booking hotel you should change another term is more appropriate such as
“Satisfaction with on tourism experience”.
Please check in grammar and proper use of term to accurately represent metrics.

Table 5. Added metrics.
Dimension

Criteria

Removed/ replaced Metrics

Suggestions

Flexibility

Satisfaction with booking hotel.
Satisfaction with screen size.

I think it should be “Satisfaction with the booking process (Expert A).
Size of screen depends on mobile size and not on the application (Expert B).

Navigation

Clear and consistent navigation

It should be replaced with “Directive and consistent navigation (Expert A).

Efficiency

Time

Easy map downloading

It should be removed from the list because map not downloading is a link to
another application (Expert B).

Learnability

Familiarity

Satisfaction with menu buttons

Error

Fault
tolerance

Time to repair an attempt
Time to failure an attempt

Effectiveness

This metric is Redundant with Menu
buttons are flexible (Expert B)
Redundant with
Number to attempt to
rectify errors (Expert B)
time to failure is an unclear item, so, should be removed (Expert B, A).

Table 6. Added metrics.
Dimension

Criteria

Metrics

Satisfaction

Attractiveness

Satisfaction with service provided.
Enjoyable and engagement

Could add another item “Satisfaction with service provided” (Expert E).
Could add another item “Enjoyable and engagement” (Expert D).

Effectiveness

Flexibility

Satisfaction with booking process

Could replace and named satisfaction with booking process (Expert A)

Through literature review conducted it is also found that there exist mobile
applications usability evaluation measurement that for specific tourism applica-
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tions, therefore, this study attempted in overcoming the shortcoming of the mobile application user are facing especially known as tourism applications. Therefore, the study identified the metrics verification results of tourism mobile application availability assessment based on mobile tourism.
For the proposed metrics, a total of thirty-five metrics is then verified by five
(5) experts from the academician. Based on the verification also, the metrics
were agreed by the experts to be accurate and applicable for tourism mobile applications usability evaluation. Overall, the experts are satisfied with the metrics
results determined by the small adjustments made. Experts’ evaluation results
show that metrics can be identified the functionality of usability mobile application, specifically, tourism mobile applications. From the results obtained
through the evaluation of usability, it indicates that the collected data is reliable
and allows the identification of results and availability problems.
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